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SOILS AND SOIL SCIENTISTS
The R.G. Dowries Memorial Oration 1993 by K.H. Northcote
delivered Ba Ila rat University College on 26th March, 1993
Friends, Soil and Water
Scientists, and Others, I was a
pedologist for 40 years of my 43
years of professional life; now I
grow orchids and am an accredited
orchid judge.
This evening,
however, I revert to my former self
to bring you stories of soils and
soil scientists in honour of the late
Dr. Ronald Geoffrey Downes;
Geoff to his friends and
colleagues. Of course, we have to
dig, as any self-respecting
pedologist would, back in time to
those diamond days of the 1960s
and beyond.
Geoff died in May 1985 at the
age of 69, after an illustrious
career spanning some 40 years.
He graduated in Agricultural
Science at Melbourne University
and then undertook post-graduate
He
studies with G.W. Leeper.
joined the CSIR, now CSIRO,
Division of Soils in 1939. In his
decade or so with the Division he
carried out two important soils
studies, the first in the Dookie area
of Victoria, published in 1949, and
the second in the Macquarie
Region of New South Wales,
published in 1955. In the Dookie
survey, as it was known in the
Division, Geoff integrated soil with
land-use, including erosion control.
He identified tunnel erosion, and
sought to integrate soil with the
totality of its environment topography, parent material,
natural vegetation and climate.
This concept was carried further in
his studies of the Macquarie
Region. Such a notion of treating
soil as a dynamic of the total

environment was shared at this
time by the land system approach
of Christian and Stewart in their
work in the Northern Territory and
elsewhere.
Without this
fundamental change in concept, it
would not have been possible to
present associations of soils as
soil-landscape on the Atlas of
Australian soils.
The Atlas
mapping probably demonstrates the
change in thinking that developed
during the 1940s and 1950s from
that of the earlier and more static
concept of soil as is embodied in
soil maps based on the so-called
Great Soil Groups.
However, it was probably
Geoff's emphasis on soil erosion
and land conservation resulting
from his Dookie survey that earned
him a place in the Soil
Conservation Authority of Victoria
that he joined in 1950. He became
its deputy chairman in 1953,
chairman in 1961, and the
founding director of the Ministry
for Conservation of Victoria in
1973. During this period he also
served as chairman of a number of
State and
Commonwealth
professional committees, was a
consultant to FAO on Land Use,
Hydrology and Conservation of
Resources. He travelled to places
like Algeria, Indonesia, Israel,
Brazil to advise on various aspects
of land utilisation.
After
retirement in 1979, he continued
these activities. Geoff was the
recipient of many awards and
honours, such as the Prescott
Medal (1976), Australian Medal of
Agricultural Science (1977) and
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the Hugh Hammond Bennett
Award (1981). This last award is
the highest award of the Soil
Conservation Society of America,
and Geoff was the first nonAmerican to be given it, and to be
honoured by delivering also the
keynote lecture at the Society's
annual meeting.
Interestingly,
Geoff was already the recipient of
a royal honour, Companion of the
Bath, the CB„ given to him soon
after his retirement in 1979. That
Geoff was a scientist as well as an
administrator is clear from his
published papers, importantly
acknowledged in 1972 when he
was admitted to one of the
University of Melbourne's most
prestigious degrees, namely, that of
Doctor of Agricultural Science.
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Truly, Dr. R.G. Downes was preeminent among his peers. But,
there is more. For the things that I
have mentioned are those that can
be found in "Who's Who in
Australia", "Soils News" and the
like. There is as well the far more
subtle, even mysterious, aura of
influence surrounding a life as it
unfolds like the pages of a book.
Again, a brief account such as this
may give an erroneous impression.
Some may think that success came
easily to Geoff, that such mean are
not given to the problems that
beset all human-kind. That is not
the case. Rather the doyen is the
person who can rise above
problems for that is what sets them
apart. Let us delve into these
intangibles as they became woven
into the history of Australian Soil
Science.

Soil Survey in the War Years
I first met Geoff Downes in the
early 1940s when I was sent to
work with him on the "Dookie
Survey". Those were the days of
producer-gas units used mainly for
longish trips, such as between
Dookie and Melbourne where we
spent every second weekend at
least. Geoff was a young married
man in those days, and I had an
interest, shall we say, in the
matrimonial stakes, so we had
much to talk about, besides soils.
Just as well, because we shared a
rather large room in the
administrative quarters of Dookie
Agricultural College, headquarters
for Geoff's survey. The amenities
provided by the College were first
class.
We grew accustomed to
many and various aspects of life
and work there. For example, we
always had interested watchers in
herds of cows and their calves
when we tramped over most
paddocks. They had to inspect
each hole we dug, to see that we
had filled it in properly, then stood
at a respectful distance while we
dug and recorded the next one and
so on. Every Friday after lunch

was producer-gas cleaning time.
Late afternoon we would drive off
to Melbourne playing chess using
Geoff's fold-up pocket set. The
clim, sharp-featured, clear-eyed
Geoff invariably drove.
In
Melbourne we each went our
separate ways until late Sunday
night or early Monday morning.
We were a team.
Late one Friday morning, I
remember digging this hole while
Geoff recorded it, expressing,
somewhat to my amazement,
gratification as to its similarities
with soils we have examined
shortly beforehand.
I said,
something like, "you aren't going
to place this one, with all its
subsoil carbonate, into the same
unit as those last two, are you?"
Whereupon Geoff threw down the
spade he'd been holding and said,
something like, "Who the hell do
you think is doing this survey,
anyway?" I walked off and left
him. Then we carried on with all
the usual Friday things, producergas unit, the lot, but nary a word
was spoken and no chess.
Somewhere on the outskirts of
Melbourne the utility thrummed.
Geoff stopped as soon as possible.
We both got out and I called out
"its this one." Geoff said, "you're
having me on." I said "no." In
fact it was one each side, because
it was raining we got back into the
utility, then Geoff banged on the
steering wheel with his hands and
shouted "its a judgement on me, its
a judgement on me!" Fortunately,
we carried two spares.
Come
Monday, and Friday was forgotten,
as it should have been.
American Soil Taxonomy
in Australia
All who have worked with Geoff
will know that he could be
explosive at times. However, my
next story shows that he could
control his eruptions even when
very, very angry. The scene was
again Dookie environs and the
Agricultural College. More than
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10 years later, 1959 in fact, and
Geoff was now deputy chairman of
the Soil Conservation Authority.
The occasion was the visit to
Australia of Mr. Soil Taxonomy,
Dr. Guy D. Smith. Our party of
several soil scientists included
Geoff Leeper also. We were all
keen to see how Guy would
classify the soils, so well known to
most of us, into one of his
approximations, the 6th I think, but
it became the 7th shortly after.
Well, it became a monotonous
lumping of many soil types that
had been identified by Geoff
Downes together. We all knew,
however, that these soil types
performed totally
differently,
agriculturally, and in terms of
erosion hazard and control. Geoff
Downes patiently explained all this
to Guy Smith who was not
impressed. It was agreed by all,
including Guy, to leave the final
discussion until after the evening
meal when we could all have a
say. So we thought! But no, Guy
went to bed leaving his Australian
hosts frustrated, exasperated and
totally unconvinced that his
classification had
anything
worthwhile to offer.
The next day did nothing to shed
light on the practical or theoretical
issues involved. Soon it was time
for me to escort Guy Smith to
Tasmania where he was to confer
with Ken Nicholls and his team. I
recall that after the evening meal
in the hotel on the outskirts of
Hobart where Guy and I were to
stay, that Guy said to all of us,
something like, "I don't want to
see anyone tomorrow (Sunday).
See you all on Monday after
breakfast."
We looked at each
other and more or less shrugged.
Now, this hotel did not serve a
midday meal on Sundays, and as it
was on the Sandy Bay Road, one
had to walk into Hobart City for a
meal. Not a long walk and it took
one through a pleasant, well kept,
memorial, heritage cemetery, St.
Davids Park. This then was where

I next spotted Guy about 11.30
a.m. on Sunday morning. Well, I
thought, do I speak or do I ignore
him? I said, "Good morning Guy,
I see you are admiring our very
lovely dwarf dahlias." There were
several well kept beds of dahlias in
the park. Guy said, "I wish I
could get some of these back
home." I replied, "you can take
some of them with you." Guy
looked surprised.
I said, "let's
collect some seed, like this. There
is plenty here." So we collected
seed for the next 10-15 minutes.
Then went onto lunch.
Guy
ordered a steak and salad.
It
arrived all on the plate.
Guy
exploded.
The waitress looked
horrified, and totally nonplussed. I
managed to quietly tell her that all
Guy wanted was to have his steak
and salad on separate plates.
"Oh", said the waitress, "is that
what he wants!" "Yes" I said.
She achieved the changeover
without fuss. I thanked her. In
many ways, I was pleased in a few
days time to escort Guy to
Adelaide, introduce him around,
and leave him with Dr. C.G.
Stephens. Even, Steve, one of the
easiest of men to discuss soils
with, had problems with Guy's
classifications of South Australian
soils, and in particular Guy's lack
of interest in discussing the
situation. Collectively, these are
the real reasons why Australian
Soil Scientists did not look
favourably
on t h e
7th
Approximation or later Soil
Taxonomy. You know in judging
orchids all qualified Australian
Orchid Council judges have to
show respect for all other judges'
points of view, and especially
those mat don't agree with their
own evaluation of a bloom.
Classifiers of soils, take heed!
Maintenance of Soil
Productivity
During the early 1960s, Geoff
Downes and his team in Soil
Conservation Authority gave me

every assistance with soils
information that I needed to
compile various sheets of the Atlas
of Australian Soils. I certainly
appreciated the professional and
helpful attitude of all concerned.
Later, an historic occasion for
me was to be asked to address the
CSIRO Executive Seminar in
September 1980, in Melbourne, to
which interested local professional
people, such as Dr. R.G. Downes,
were invited also. This was one of
a series of seminars on the
"Maintenance of Soil Fertility".
See my letter in Soils News, No.
46, 1981.
I spoke about the physical state
of Australian soils including the
plight of Australia's six percent,
that is, the soils of the higher
rainfall areas in which 75 per cent
of our population choose to live.
One suggestion I made, for
example, was "the formulations of
suitable, practical forms of soil
management for every Australian
soil landscape"; and that this could
be assisted by developing a
"National Soil Survey".
Salinity in the irrigation areas of
the Murray-Darling River basin
also rated discussion and soon you
have to appreciate that there were
still "State rights" in those days,
and CSIRO hesitated to make
statements that could be even
mildly suspected of interfering in
State matters. I knew I was sailing
close to the wind, so I was hoping
for support from
Victorian
colleagues.
When Dr. Downes
was asked to comment by the
Chairman, he said, "Well, I haven't
anything to say really, except that I
agreed with every word that Keith
has said." I knew then that I had
won, but like so many of these
things nothing practical really
came out of all the talk. Today,
I'd go a step further. As well as
wanting a National Soil Survey, I
would now want to teach all
farmers and pastoralists how to
become their own soil surveyors.
I'll return to that point later on.
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History of Soil Science
in Australia
What does the future hold for
soil science? I don't know, do
you? What I do know is that soil
science has a proud history
spanning almost 70 years, if we
accept the year 1924 when J.A.
Prescott came to take up the newly
established chair of Agricultural
Chemistry
at the
Waite
Agricultural Research Institute as
the beginning of the modern study
of soils in Australia.
In 1929 the Division of Soils of
the CSIR, now CSIRO, was
formed and Prescott became its
first Chief. The ensuing decade,
1929-1939, proved marvellously
exciting with nearly a score of
substantial soils papers being
published including, for example,
Prescott's "The Soils of Australia
in relation to Vegetation and
Climate" in 1931, Hosking's "A
comparative study of the black
earths of Australia and the regur of
India" in 1935, and many others.
But first of them all, and most
significant of all, was Taylor and
Englands "A soil survey of Block
E (Renmark) and Ral Ral
(Chaffey) Irrigation Area" in 1929.
Significant because it sets the
pattern for soil survey, especially
detailed soil survey, that proved
such an educative force in
Australian Soil Science throughout
the following years. And in 1936
Leeper, Nicholls and Wadha
published their "Soil and pasture
studies in the Mount Gellibrand
area, Western District of Victoria"
(1936) demonstrating that others
outside of the CSIR, Division of
Soils, could carry out modern soils
studies.
I am of course selecting some
highlights. For a more complete
history of soil science see the
chapter "Soil Science" by C.G.
Stephens and myself in "Ideas and
Endeavours" 1986, a Royal Society
of South Australia publication.
The next highlight in my opinion
was the appointment of J.K. Taylor

as Chief of the Division of Soils in
1947. If Prescott was indeed the
father and chief academician of the
Division, then J.K. Taylor O.B.E.
became the Division's chief
architect and builder. For it was
Taylor who actively promoted first
the sectional structure of the
Division, such as Pedology section
with C.G. Stephens as head, Soil
Physics with T.J. Marshall as head,
and so on to cover virtually the
whole spectrum of soil science,
and then expanded the Division
geographically by creating
Regional Centres.
Each region
was led by a pedologist, for
example, R.G. Downes was one of
the first, if not the very first,
Regional Officer. He started the
Canberra region and thus Geoff
Downes left his imprint on the
Division before moving to the Soil
Conservation Authority of Victoria
in 1950. Indeed, by the early
1950s the Division of Soils had
soil scientists spread throughout
Australia, except for northern
Australia where the CSIRO
Division of Land Research did
many pioneering surveys of natural
resources. But this was not all, for
interest in soils in various State
Departments and in Universities
grew apace. Such highly regarded
soil scientists as Leeper, Downes
and Skene in Victoria and
Hallsworth in New South Wales
come readily to mind.
Mr. J.K. Taylor O.B.E. was
conscious not only of soil science
with the Division of Soils, CSIRO,
but also in the wider soils
community throughout Australia.
He promoted the well attended first
Australian Conference in Soil
Science, Adelaide 1953, the
Australian Society of Soil Science
that began in 1956; the Australian
Journal of Soil Research that began
in 1963; and started preparations to
ensure holding
the
9th
International Congress of Soil
Science in Adelaide in 1968.
Taylor retired in 1963, and Gordon
Hallsworth became Chief of the

Division of Soils. He continued to
press for the Congress and in 1968
it all duly came together. There is
little doubt but that this
International Congress was the
crowning glory for Australian soil
science. After some 40 years of
solid endeavour by all Australian
soils scientists, including, for
example Dr. R.G. Downes; full
international
recognition of
Australian achievements in soil
science were thus acknowledged
by soil scientists from around the
world.
9th International Congress
At the 9th International Congress
of Soil Science, Adelaide, 1968
there were at least three world
firsts; The Atlas of Australian
Soils, a 10 year project, was
completed and published in time
for the Congress. It presented a
more detailed continental soil map,
and moreover one based on the
modem soil-landscape concept,
than was available for any other
country. It was followed in 1972
by a report and map on Australian
soils with saline and sodic
properties. Another world first, in
that it was requested at the
Congress by the Subcommission
on Salt-affected Soils set up by the
Council of the International
Society of Soil Science and
supported by UNESCO.
Mr.
J.K.M. Skene who was a member
of the Subcommission, co-operated
in this project. The third world
first was a Soil Science Exhibition
with exhibits from
around
Australia. It was staged by my
Adelaide team at an auditorium
(John Martins in the City of
Adelaide) within easy walking
distance of the Congress venue at
the University of Adelaide. The
Exhibition, a brainwave of Gordon
Hallsworth's, provided interest, not
only for members of the Congress
but for the general public as well.
Admission was free.
One exhibit graphically told the
Belka Valley story of how clearing
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the natural vegetation subsequently
led to the development of salinity.
These studies in the Belka Valley,
Western Australia, were first
published in the early 1960s. It
seems to have taken at least 20
years for the Belka message to
have become appreciated generally
throughout the
Australian
community, including politicians
and bureaucrats, even though it
was presented to a large and varied
audience in 1968.
Such an
unacceptable time lag was (is) not
unusual
for soil
science,
disappointing but certainly not
unusual. Frustrating, too, as Soil
Scientists often tried very hard
indeed to get their message over to
those who should have been
interested. Of course, even now, it
is very difficult for politicians and
bureaucrats to come to grips with
environmental issues. Far easier to
blame the farmers and pastoralists
for shortcoming rather than to take
positive action to assist them to
put remedies in place. Of course,
it has not always been so, as the
control of soil erosion in South
Australia during the 1940s and
1950s testifies.
Decline of Soil Science
in Australia
In retrospect, it seems clear that
soil science in Australia declined
in many, if not all, of its facets
from those heady days of the 9th
International Congress.
This
should not have happened.
Because with the publication of the
Atlas of Australian Soils, the
Factual Key, and then a
Description of Australian Soils in
1975, the stage was set for a
practical and scientific assault upon
the problems of land use.
However, it was not to be.
Instead, soil science, especially in
the CSIRO, Division of Soils was
torpedoed by continual, politically
inspired, reviews that achieved
nothing.
Sometimes they even
seemed totally negative with the
only positives being the "clever"

semantics of some inquisitions.
Furthermore, research in the
Division became focussed on what
was called the National Soil
Fertility project that used up
Division resources.
A third
contributory factor in the decline
of soil science was the lack of new
soil scientists to replace those who
had been active for around 40
years and were obviously close to
retirement.
Whatever the
underlying causes, Australia today
is left with a much depleted soil
science base in comparison with
that of the 1960s and early 1970s.
This is tragic.
Sustainable Land Use
The present call for sustainable
land use must have at its base a
firm understanding of soil. Every
land user, farmer, pastoralist,
should become his own pedologist.
I say pedologist because not all
other soil scientists actually look at
soil. This suggestion is not some
unrealistic pipe dream. It is a
practical suggestion. Some of the
better irrigated areas, for example,
have resulted when the irrigator
has carried out his own soil survey
according to a recipe set down by
an experienced pedologist. Soil
variation and the weaknesses of
some parts of the land in question
are far better appreciated and
subsequently managed, than if the
pedologist had carried out the
survey and then presented the soil
map and report, neatly tied for the
irrigator to read.
I recall that Geoff Downes once
said, "No piece of land is precisely
the same as some other piece of
land." During the 1950s Yalumba,
the wine people, wanted an area in
which to grow Rhine Riesling
grapevines for the production of
top white wines.
I suggested
Pewsey Vale, and as the wine
buffs among you will know, it
proved highly successful. Pewsey
Vale vineyard is situated in the
catchment of the Tanunda Creek in
the Barossa Hills, Northern Mt.

Lofty Range, in South Australia.
So some years later when Yalumba
wanted to extend their white wine
production, yet again, they moved
further down the Tanunda Creek
valley expecting to repeat their
Pewsey Vale success. Instead they
lost about one third of their
plantings, furthermore, they had
constructed a magnificent dam and
the water when applied as
irrigation water to the vineyard
simply seeped out downslope, did
not penetrate into the subsoil.
They asked for my help at this
stage, fortunately only about a
quarter of the area had been
planted. The main problem was
the clay subsoil of this yellow
duplex soil. It even caused stunted
growth in the native Stringybark
trees, turning their roots at right
angles so that they ran along the
top of the subsoil. The saving
grace was that conditions became
permeable at depths between 1 and
2 metres. Hence the solution was
to deep rip the clay pan, place
gypsum in it, contour the whole
valley side, and add complete
mineral fertiliser in the position of
the vine rows to be. Even in the
1970s this cost $5,000 per hectare,
but the results have been
worthwhile as those who have
sipped Heggies Rhine Riesling will
know. I might add that following
plantings, a program of minimal
cultivation was put in place. No
seepage now, and that is very
important, as a small area is
affected by natural saline seepages
anyway.
These have been
confined.

Getting the Message across
Communicating soil information
has often presented difficulties
because so many land users have
never bothered to look at what lies
below the land surface. When I
was a practising pedologist it was
easy to knock the wind out of the
land users's sails, so to speak, be
he farmer, researcher, agronomist,
horticulturist, or whatever, by
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pointing out that the problem area
on his parcel of land was over
there by pointing, or showing the
portion on an aerial photograph.
The answer was commonly "Yes,
but how did you know. I have
been here x years and you have
been here for only a day or two!"
Then you, as the pedologist, would
explain the nature of the soil
problem and what could be done
about it. The point is you have the
undivided attention of your
audience, and your message would
be readily absorbed and understood
so that action would result. Your
audience must want to know and
understand.
Then there is no
distraction, no listening to the
noises in their own heads! All too
often the same message can be
presented on soil maps, in soil
reports, and soil books and the
enquirer just doesn't comprehend
even though the enquirer may be
physically standing on the site in
question. Such was the case in a
southern New South Wales pine
forest. The forestry people said,
"We can't grow good pines here,
as you can see. Why?" Well, said
I, as shown on the Atlas of
Australian Soils, there are some
very deficient soils in this area,
and quickly boring a hole, this is
one such, a red massive earth,
acid, I'll be bound, it was, and
thus totally deficient in nutrients,
including boron. How did you
know? Well, I said you would
have known too, if you had used
the Factual Key - as I just did, and
read "A Description of Australian
Soils" where all these features and
facts are written down. My case
book was full of incidents like this.
But perhaps the most satisfying
happened in a peach orchard in
California, U.S.A. when the plant
nutritionist asked me if I could tell
him what ailed the peach trees.
After asking all the relevant
questions about the soils data
(Americans pour out reams of it)
and digging a hole to 6 feet, I said
"calcium deficiency". He literally

went pop-eyed. "Yes, but we only
worked that out last week after
many trials, how did you know?"
Well, I said, "its sand to 6 feet and
got bugger-all in terms of nutrients
and you've obviously applied
N.P.K." So? Yes, it could have
been a lucky, but informed guess, I
would submit. Also it does make
a nice point, and that is that
calcium is often overlooked as a
nutrient, when it should not be.
The world soils literature indicates
the importance of calcium; for
example the heather moorlands of
Northern England could never
have been turned into pasture
during World War II, if it hadn't
been for calcium. "Grow the soil
to grow the grass" was the catch
cry from the pedologists of the
University of Durham, U.K. Here
my cry is "know your soil to know
your land".
By knowing soil, I mean,
appreciating its natural physical,
chemical and biological systems,

and how these may be modified, if
necessary, not only to improve that
soil but to maintain it for man's
varied uses. Man, the human race,
is the custodian of soil and land.
It has been gifted to him to enjoy
and nurture.
This then is where Australian
soil science had arrived in 1968.
Has it moved forward since those
days, or not? Anyway, there is a
rich legacy left to posterity in the
soils literature, and even an easy
entry to it in the 1983 publication
"Soils", CSIRO 1983, and in the
other works already mentioned.
Furthermore, the little red book of
any Training Course Lectures,
published in 1984 by Rellim
Technical Publications contains
five Diagnostic Tables that set out
soil morphology for predicting
such occurrences as Subsurface
Waterlogging, Sodicity, Salinity,
Severe Nutrient Problems and
Plant Root Growth.
Some
computer enthusiast could write a

program for the Factual Key and
including such diagnostics in a
companion program.
The thrust of my remarks is
encapsulated by the closing
statement made by Geoff Downes
in his chapter entitled "The
meaning of Conservation" in the
book Man, the Earth and
Tomorrow (Eds. White, D.C. and
Elliot, C.S., Cassell, Aust. 1969).
Geoff wrote "Conservation is the
art of living properly within one's
environment.
It is the use of
modern technology to provide for
man's needs in such a way that the
environment will not deteriorate
but continue to fulfil those needs
for generation after generation."
You are the new generation of
soil scientists, and it is to you that
we, the older generation, must look
in confidence to take soil science
and all its concerns into the 21st
century.

FEDERAL COUNCIL - 165th Meeting
Summary of Federal Council Meeting 165
5 March 1993 at Wagga Wagga

Apologies: Meyer (RIV), Barker
(NSW), Field (ACT).

Closing date of 31 March each
year for Publication medal
approved.
No By-Law exists on Conference
organization. Secretary to prepare
draft discussion paper.

Committees:

Reports:

Present: Black (Pres), Conyers
(Sec), Win (Treas), Muirhead (Ed),
Beecher (QLD), Dyson (WA),
Eberbach (VIC), Thompson (SA).

Bob Gilkes to be AGC representative.
John Thompson added to
Prescott medal committee.
Phil Eberbach added to Publication medal committee.

By-Laws:
New award for best presentation
by a young author at a National
Soils Conference approved.

President outlined
current
progress towards accreditation.
Support
for
International
Symposium on Sealing, Crusting
and Hardsetting Soils was further
discussed and some conditional
support approved.
President is
preparing guidelines for use of
Conference account in funding
Society conferences.
Treasurer reported that audited
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statements now allowed the
Conference and General funds to
be appropriately partitioned.
Membership report contained 24
new members.
Editor tabled costs of Soils News
and advertising fees.

Membership:
The Federal membership list
appears to be very out of date.
Branch treasurers will be provided
with the Federal list and asked to
provide reconciled/updated records.
Mark Conyers
Hon Secretary
ASSSI

MEMBERSHIP REPORT
Application for Membership:
ACT
Dr M. Barson
QLD
Ms K. Lorenzen
Mr G.A. Fitzgerald QLD
Mr A.J.W. Biggs
QLD
Ms M.M. Stawski
QLD
Mr P.L. Larsen
QLD
Ms W.N. Obcemea QLD
Ms W.J. Thomas
QLD(STU)
Mr R.D. Armstrong QLD
Ms Charker
RIV
RIV
Mr G.R. Marshall
RIV
Mr R. Neeson
RIV
Mr M. Shepheard

Mr D. Graham
Mr L. Ellis
Mr M. Gooey
Mr Salim Sen
Ms N.M. Baxter
Ms M.J. Allen
Dr L. De Bron
Mr D.V. Murphy
Ms C. Schmidt
Vijay Kumar
Prof R.J. Morrison

RIV
RIV
RIV
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
WA
WA
WA
NSW

Request for Transfer:
Mr G.G. Murtha QLD to ACT

FINANCIAL MEMBERS
(1992/93)
Branch Listed Paid (92/93)
ACT
89
46
NSW
117
31
QLD
180
110
RIV
44
18
SA
137
139
141
VIC
90
144
WA
70
O/S
11
_3
Total
865
505

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SOIL CLASSIFICATIONJ
We are extremely disappointed
ed
about some aspects of Professor
or
Robert E. White's article on 'The
he
Role of Soil Scientists in Shaping
ig
Policies for Sustainable Land
id
Management'.
Though he
tie
provided some valuable insights
its
and m a d e many
w o r t hiyy
suggestions, we believe his
lis
comments on the value of a new
:w
soil classification and soil mapping
ng
are very wide of the mark.
The need for a new soil
)il
classification is obvious to any soil
)il
scientist who appreciates the vast
ist
increase in knowledge we have
ve
accumulated since the development
:nt
of the Great Soil Group and
rid
Northcote classifications.
In
addition, there are many soils
ils
which cannot be allocated to a
great soil group and many soils
ils
inadequately described using the
he
Northcote key.
Soil Taxonomy does not classify
fy
Australian soils particularly well
ell
and in many cases requires
es
information on properties rarely
;ly
measured in Australia. It also has
as
some serious philosophical flaws
ws

and false assumptions which have
been highlighted in Moore (1986).
A soil can only be classified to
Soil Taxonomy with confidence on
sites with a wide array of
laboratory analysis,
Professor White reveals his
misunderstanding of soil mapping
techniques by stating that 'maps
based on a general
soil
classification can rarely satisfy the
needs...'. Soil maps should not be
based on any preconceived
classification.
In fact, the
composition of soils maps in based
on soil description with the
boundaries delineated
from
associated vegetation, geology and
landform
changes with the
assistance
of air
photo
interpretation.
The
soil
composition of the delineated map
unit will depend on scale of
mapping and the complexity of
soil distribution. The natural soil
profile classes developed for maps
are based on the profiles described,
The role of the soil classification
in survey is to help summarise the
information collected, not to be the
basis for mapping, the Unique
Mapping Area (polygon) approach
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to mapping soils in Queensland is
in fact the attribute based approach
Professor White espouses.
A
standard output of GIS is maps of
selected attributes to meet
individual needs. However this
does not negate the need for a new
soil classification.
Professor White is also out of
date when he says that the demand
for soil survey reports has been
relatively small. In Queensland,
the demand for our surveys has
never been greater - in particular
from
planning
authorities,
Landcare groups, rural industries,
land resource consultants and other
Departments responsible for land
use. Recent policies to protect and
conserve good quality agricultural
land in Queensland are resulting in
calls for more detailed surveys in
many areas. In particular, land
resource information is needed for
the eastern coastal areas where
land use pressures are widespread,
and good quality agricultural land
is at risk from urban development.
Professor White gave much
credence to models and new
technology as a substitute for
traditional surveys. Models will

help you explain the 'how and
why of processes' but only
resource survey can adequately
provide the 'where it occurs'
answers for land use management
and planning decisions. Remote
sensing and DTM technology can
help but are still only tools to aid
'on the ground' survey. A major
limitation is the scale, accuracy
and precision
of
contour
information available for digital
elevation model interpretation.
We believe Professor White has
done a great disservice to our
profession by downplaying the role
that soil science is playing in
planning Australia's future. How
can we shape and implement
policies for regional planning
without using decent land resource
survey to base it on?
References:
Moore, A W, Ed (1986), The USDA Soil
Taxonomy in Relation to Some Soils of
Eastern Queensland, CSIRO, Div Rep No
84.

Bernie Powell
Peter Shields

SOIL SCIENTISTS AND
SOIL CLASSIFICATION
I wish to comment on several
aspects of the lead article by
Professor Bob White in the
January 1993 edition of Soils
News. While a number of the
points raised in this article are
timely and needed to be said, there
were, unfortunately, several other
issues raised that deserve less
favourable comment.
First my points of agreement.
The comments on the state of
soil science as apparently
perceived by unnamed bureaucrats
in Canberra - namely, that soil
science and soil scientists in
Australia are in poor shape - is
unfortunately true to a large extent.
There are a number of reasons for
this, not the least of which is the
dogma of the so-called economic
rationalism by policy makers
which pervades almost all science

today. This rather myopic view of
the role of science has contributed
to the thin spread of research and
teaching in soil science which
occurs today in Australian
universities. This last issue has
earlier been raised by van de
Graaff and Brouwer (Soils News
No. 78, May 1989), and in the
ASSSI submission to the review of
agricultural and related education
(Soils News No. 83, July 1990).
In his conclusion, White lists a
number of priorities for soil
scientists, and few people would
argue with any of them,
particularly the integration of soil
research activities within and
between state and federal agencies,
the need for concentrating research
and teaching of soil science into
larger and more viable units within
universities, and finally, better
general education of the public
about soils.
Now for the bad news.
I take objection to several
aspects of the article, particularly
in regard to the comments about
soil classification, where I suggest
it is the author, not soil scientists,
that has successfully shot himself
in the foot. Let me explain.
Australia is probably one of the
few countries of relevance in the
world that has not revised and
upgraded its soil classification over
the past 30 or so years. As every
scientist knows - or should know a classification scheme reflects the
state of knowledge at a particular
time, and as knowledge increases,
so must classifications change to
accommodate the new knowledge.
Surely, Bob White does not think
the classification
of plants,
animals, rocks or even chemical
compounds should remain static?
Soils are no different to any other
group of natural objects.
The reason why we currently
have four classification systems in
use to varying extent is partly
because we are in a period of
transition. But it is also because
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scientists, like most other people,
are simply resistant to change. As
I have noted elsewhere (AJSR 30,
825-42, 1992), the great soil group
scheme essentially belongs to the
Prescott-Stephens era of the 1940's
and 1950's, although upgraded in
1968.
The Factual Key was
explicitly created for the Atlas of
Australian Soils project of the
1960's. Soil Taxonomy is used
only to a very limited extent to
facilitate
international
communication, and its structure is
such that casual users are more
likely than not to come up with a
misclassification in any case.
The need for one up-to-date
national classification should be
obvious. I like to quote two of the
world's most experienced and
well-known pedologists - A. van
Wambeke and R. Dudal - who, in
1978, stated "It is not possible in
one system, to simultaneously
service global, regional and local
objectives equally well". The role
of Soil Taxonomy in Australia is
in connection with global
communication and comparison on
a world scale.
Why the great soil scheme and
the Factual Key have both been
used side by side for so long is
somewhat of a mystery.
A
questionnaire to members of the
ASSSI on this subject in 1982
(reported in my review paper to
the
1984 National
Soils
Conference) came up with a
number of almost hilarious
answers, e.g., "The Factual Key is
used in scientific papers and
discussions, the great soil group
handbook is used in discussion
with farmers (laymen). "I talk in
terms of the handbook, but classify
by the Factual Key in the field."
"Both (schemes) are deficient, thus
two are better than one".
I am the first to agree that this
kind of attitude is indeed an
indictment of Australian soil
science. Why has it happened and
why is it persisting? The blame
can only lie with teaching

institutions and research and
service organisations.
In the
former case, a major problem has
been, and still is, due to the fact
that few teaching institutions have
people qualified and experienced
to teach not only soil classification
but pedology in general. The
actual teaching of a well-structured
classification is easy, provided the
student has already been taught the
basics of soil morphology and
some basic soil chemistry and,
most importantly, has been shown
what soils actually look like and
how they occur in the field.
Unfortunately, there are
insufficient universities in Australia
where these criteria can be
adequately met.
The following statement made
by Bob White is rather
astonishing: "In my experience,
soil classification has had little
i m p a c t in
facilitating
communication". Classification is
surely a necessary part of the
language of science, it is the most
efficient means of communication
among scientists, and between
scientists and those who use the
soil. People want succinct names
for classes of complex objects that,
in effect, summarise their
important properties. This is true
whether we are talking about soils
or plants or anything else.
So, I would argue that an
adequate soil classification is an
essential framework for research,
in that it provides (or should
provide) an up-to-date summary of
our knowledge. My experience
during the creation of the new
scheme has been an almost
continual revelation of how little
we know about many aspects of
soils.
I also take exception to the
phrase "... the relatively narrow
field of pedology".
Soils are
objects that occur in the field, not
laboratory bottles. Nor is soil
confined to being a medium for
conducting pot trials, or even field
experiments in which the

maximum spatial extent is still
only of the order of tens of
hectares. Soils are complex, threedimensional bodies, and to
understand them requires that they
be studied in the field, i.e., in their
natural environment. This is the
function of pedology. One of the
world's leading pedologists, Ray
Daniels of North Carolina State
University, recently pointed out
(Soil Sci. Soc. Am. J. 52, 1515-19,
1988) that environmental problems
involving soils and landscapes are
an increasingly important part of
soil science. These problems are
at scales larger than a profile or a
soil sample, and cannot be
consistently solved by laboratory
scientists. Daniels also notes that
geologists and engineers will
provide answers if soil scientists
do not. This is already happening
in Australia, where bodies such as
the Australian Geological Survey
Organisation are becoming
increasingly involved in regolith
studies and environmental
problems such as salinity and other
forms of landscape degradation.
I would argue that, at least until
recently, the majority of soil
science specialists have a degree in
agricultural science, and seem to
usually have only minimal
exposure to earth science subjects
s u c h as g e o l o g y
and
geomorphology. They have very
little field training in pedology and
they are simply not equipped to
understand and deal with the many
environmental issues that are
arising today. This lack of earth
science training has also been
raised earlier in Soils News in the
references given above. Let us
remember that pedology originally
developed chiefly from two parent
disciplines - chemistry and geology
- long before Dokuchaev. During
the 20th century, pedology became
increasingly under the influence of
agriculture, and in a famous
obituary notice in Soils and
Fertilizers in 1940, pedology was
described as 'the bastard science of
PAGE 9

the soil, by Geography out of
Agriculture'.
My final disagreement is with
the statement that the demand for
the traditional soil map and
memoir has been relatively small.
This was true in the past, but is
certainly not so today. The advent
of EIS and legislation in some
States to preserve valuable
agricultural land has meant an
increasing demand for whatever
soil information happens to be
available.
In summary, while Bob White
has made a number of valid points
in his paper, some others are very
wide of the mark, and do not
reflect much credit on a prestigious
university such as Melbourne.
This particularly applies to the Soil
Science Department, which is still
remembered by many as the alma
mater of Geoffrey Leeper, a
chemist who realised the essential
need for soil classification, and
who first introduced some of the
concepts that I am proud to have
followed in the new classification
scheme currently being developed.
R.F. hbell
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BRANCH NEWS
VICTORIAN
BRANCH
The Victorian Branch held a
meeting on the theme "Putting
Soils on the Map" at the Ballarat
University College on the 26th
March. Over 150 members and
visitors, including students from
the Graduate Diploma course in
Land Rehabilitation and 3rd year
Soil Conservation
students,
attended the meeting.
Speakers from the CSIRO
Division of Soils (Rob Fitzpatrick,
Ray Isbell and Neil McKenzie)
spoke on soil classification and
land evaluation at the morning
session. In the afternoon, soils of
the Arboretum at the Ballarat
University College were examined
and discussed by the group. The
variety of soils in the Arboretum
confirmed the value of this area to
the College. The afternoon was
rounded off by a plenary session
addressed by Nick Drew, Cathy
Botta and Shelly McGuiness on
the use of soil information for

solving problems in land
management.
In the evening, Dr. Keith
Northcote, one of Australia's most
well known soil surveyors, gave
the "R.G. Downes Oration" on
"Soils and Soil Scientists". This
was followed by a dinner in the
Ballarat University College Bistro.
This was a joint meeting of the
Victorian Branch of the Australian
Society of Soil Science and the
Soil and Water Conservation
A s s o c i a t i o n of
Australia.
Altogether, an excellent day.

RIVERINA
BRANCH
The Riverina Branch was host to
Ray Isbell for an informative and
enjoyable three-day program from
17th to 19th March. The visit
provided an opportunity for soil
scientists and others to meet Ray
and obtain practical training in the
new Australian soil classification
system. The new classification has
been formally endorsed by the
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Australian Soil
Conservation
Council and recommended for
adoption by all states.
The program commenced with
an indoor briefing by Ray at the
Yanco Agricultural Institute where
about 35 members, visitors and
students turned up. The group
then moved to the field where
three profiles were examined
before lunch.
Particular interest was shown in
the pit of a Red Brown Earth,
mapped locally as a Merungle
loam, because the B horizon was a
subplastic clay.
Another Red
Brown Earth at the Yanco
Agricultural Research Institute,
known locally as a Birganbigal
loam, created
considerable
discussion. In Soil Taxonomy the
soil appears to be changing Order
from a Chromosol to a Kurosol
because the upper part of the B2
horizon is now strongly acid. The
change in pH is being caused by
irrigation and particularly rice
culture.
Furthermore, it was
suggested that it should be
classified as a Hydrosol because it
is saturated for several months
when growing rice.
After lunch, five soil pits were
inspected, and three of the profiles
were classified as vertosols. The
surprise was a Red Brown Earth,
known locally as a Han wood loam,
which was identified as a vertosol.
Landforming and deep cultivation
had removed the clear textural
change evident in virgin profiles
and slickensides had developed in
the subsoil.
On the second day, Ray was
taken to Deniliquin. On the way,
he inspected a series of interesting
sites in the Coleambally Irrigation
Area under the expert guidance of
Per Gunn. Of particular interest
was a trench on what appeared to
be a large sandhill. The transect

down the slope showed that the
profile changed abruptly from a
deep sand to a duplex profile with
a medium clay B horizon. A little
further down the trench, the profile
returned to a deep sand. It was
thought this landscape was formed
by aeolian activity moving the clay
into a depression in the sandhill.
A number of soil cores were
inspected by 15 interested
members and visitors at the
Deniliquin Field Station. After a
brief outline of the Soil Taxonomy,
Ray examined the profiles on
display. One of the interesting
soils was a Red Brown Earth,
locally mapped as a Birganbigal
which, in the new Taxonomy, was
classified as a sodic calcic brown
Dermosol.
Ray's next port of call was
Wagga where 3 sites were
inspected.
Tony Dare-Edwards
introduced a new difficulty when a
buried soil was viewed. Again
there was a great deal of interest
with 20 members and visitors
attending the morning session.
After a barbecue lunch at the
School of Agriculture, a short
meeting of the Riverina Branch

Discussing a Red Earth Soil profile in a roadside gully at Brucedale, north of
Wagga. (L-R) Stuart Lucas, Ray Isbell, Mark Conyers (behind), Scott Black, X.Y.
Chen and Tony Dare-Edwards (photographer: Janet Wild).

was held.
The Riverina Branch was
fortunate to be able to host Ray
Isbell for an introduction to the
new Soil Taxonomy.
Questions
still remain such as the best way to
classify irrigated soils which may
be saturated for significant lengths
of time.
Should an "aquic"
suborder
be
introduced?
Nevertheless, this classification

system introduces the worthy
concept of classifying soils as they
are rather than what they were.
Perhaps we will be seeing soils
with rectangular boundaries in the
future!
Our members will remember
Ray's advice that "even though
you feel it in your bones it is a
vertosol", the classification must be
"strictly by the book".

CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS
Cooperative Research Centre
for Soil and Land Management
MYCORRHIZA
WORKSHOP
5-9th July, 1993
The CRC for Soil and Land
Management is offering
a
workshop on the biology of
mycorrhiza and their importance
for plant nutrition and soil
processes in both natural and
managed ecosystems.
The workshop will emphasise
the VA mycorrhiza associations

and include practical methods for
identifying and quantifying the
organisms in the field, glasshouse
and laboratory. Taxonomy of the
fungi will not be included.
The workshop will offer a
combination of lectures, practicals
and discussion sessions to provide
a working understanding of
mycorrhiza, experience in practical
methods and insights into the
interpretation of results. A basic
knowledge of biology will be
PAGE 11

assumed. During the workshop,
there will be access to a
mycorrhizal data base to search for
references of interest.
Topics to be included in the
workshop are:
* The basic biology of mycorrhiza.
* How roots become infected and
what factors affect the level of
infection.
* Effects of mycorrhiza on plant
nutrition, plant growth and the
composition
of
plant

communities.
* The role of external hyphae in
nutrition and soil structure.
* Methods of assessment of
infection including practical
sessions on staining methods for
microscopy and counting.

SPATIAL INFORMATION
WORKSHOP
12th-16th July, 1993

their operation.
* Types of GIS in common use;
their pros and cons and
applications.
* Translation of land management
questions into GIS operations.
* Map overlay and spatial
modelling.

SOIL CLASSIFICATION
WORKSHOP
6th-10th September, 1993

This workshop will deal with the
theory and practice of Spatial
This workshop will train
Information and its use in land participants on the theory and
evaluation.
It is designed for practice of the new "Soil
researchers, scientists, teachers, Taxonomy" which is now the de
environmental planners and soil facto World Soil Classification
conservationists who need to System. The workshop is designed
understand and use the latest for researchers, scientists, teachers,
techniques of spatial information environmental planners and soil
for monitoring and mapping the conservationists who need to
land environment.
understand
and apply soil
classification
to
land use and
The workshop will train
participants in the use of the latest planning and site evaluation.
low-cost
Australian-designed Topics to be included are:
micro-computer software programs * Why classify soils?
for the analysis of satellite imagery * Structure and theory of the "Soil
(ESIPP) and the manipulation of
Taxonomy".
the data within a geographic * Soil classification in soil and
information base (ERMS) and the
land evaluation.
use of global positioning systems * Designating horizons
and
(GPS).
During the course,
describing their properties.
participants will use satellite * Applying soil classification to
particular projects.
imagery
and
geographic
information systems (GIS) to * How to adapt and modify the
produce land evaluation criteria.
"Soil Taxonomy".
Topics to be included are:
* Introduction
to the new
Australian Soil Classification.
* Displaying a satellite image.
* Processing and
enhancing * Practical implications of soil
images.
classifications.
* Image classification techniques.
* Development of technical soil
* Image and map registration.
classifications for industry.
* Global positioning systems and

SOIL SURVEY
WORKSHOP
20th-24th September, 1993
Participants in this workshop
will study the theory and practice
of soil survey and its role in land
evaluation. They will work under
supervision in the field to produce
their own soil survey and report.
The workshop is designed for
researchers, extension officers and
planners who want hands-on
experience in soil
survey
techniques and who need to
interpret soil data and use it for
land evaluation.
Topics to be
included are:
* What are the types of soil
survey, their applications and
limitations?
* Constructing a legend: pitfalls
and solutions.
* Aerial photo interpretation.
* Data collection; what to collect
and how to interpret it.
* Measurement of salinity and
sodicity.
* Soil Classification; choice and
application.
* Understanding the
"Soil
Taxonomy".
* Remote sensing.
Further information:
For further information on any of
these workshops, please contact:
Ms Alison Pitman,
Education Officer,
CRC for Soil and Land Management,
PMB 1,
GLEN OSMOND, SA, 5064.
Phone: (08) 303 7436
Fax: (08) 379 0838

THIRD APPROXIMATION OF THE NEW AUSTRALIAN SOIL
A Third Approximation of the new Australian
Soil Classification has been compiled and will
he available in April from either Townsville or
CSIRO Division of Soils, Private Bag No 2, Qlen
Osmond* South Australia, 5064,
This version contains many modifications to
the 1992 edition.
In particular,
the
Calcarosols, Rudosals and Tenosols have been
largely rewrittenf a number of new classes at
various levels have been introduced, and an
additional

CLASSIFICATION

criterion has been added at the family level.
Some definitions in the Glossary have also
been modified. Members who use this new
version in the field are encouraged to write to
me with any problems or suggestions for
improvement
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R.F.lsbell
CSIRO Division of Soils
Private Bag POf Aitkenvale
Townsville Qld 4814

CALENDAR
1993
June 23 - July 2
WORKSHOP ON ECONOMICS
OF SOIL CONSERVATION
Adelaide.
Alison Pitman, CRC for Soil and
Land Management,
Fax (08) 379 0838.
July 5-9
WORKSHOP ON
MYCORRHIZA
Adelaide.
Alison Pitman, CRC for Soil and
Land Management,
Fax (08) 379 0838.
July 12-16
WORKSHOP ON SPATIAL
INFORMATION
Adelaide.
Alison Pitman, CRC for Soil and
Land Management,
Fax (08) 379 0838.
July 18-25
10TH INTERNATIONAL
CLAY CONFERENCE,
Adelaide.
R.W. Fitzpatrick, CSIRO Division
Soils, Private Bag 2, Glen
Osmond, SA 5064.
August 10-12
THE FUTURE OF
IRRIGATION IN THE
MURRAY DARLING
BASIN
Symposium Organiser, CSIRO
Division Water Resources, PMB 3,
Griffith, NSW, 2680.
Fax (069) 63 0262.
August 23-27
INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON THE
PROTECTION OF THE SOIL
ENVIRONMENT BY AVOIDANCE OF COMPACTION AND
PROPER SOIL TILLAGE
Melitopol, Ukraine.
Dr A Kushnarev, Farm

Mechanisation Institute 18, B.
Khmelnitcky Avenue, 332315,
Melitopol, Ukraine,
or Editor, Soils News.
September 6-10
WORKSHOP ON SOIL
CLASSIFICATION
Adelaide.
Alison Pitman, CRC for Soil and
Land Management,
Fax (08) 379 0838.
September 12-16
3RD INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON PLANT-SOIL
INTERACTIONS AT LOW PH,
Brisbane.
September 15-17
ALTERNATIVE PASTURE
LEGUME WORKSHOP,
Naracoorte, SA.
September 19-24
7TH AUSTRALIAN
AGRONOMY CONFERENCE,
Adelaide.
Farming - From Paddock to
Plate.
Australian Society of Agronomy,
PO Box 986, Norwood, SA, 5067.
September 19-24
AUSTRALASIAN FORESTRY
AND THE GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT,
Institute of Foresters,
93 Conference Convenor,
GPO Box 1697, Brisbane, Qld,
4001. Fax (07) 234 1200.
September 20-23
SYMPOSIUM ON
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF SOIL
BIOTA FOR PRODUCTIVE
LAND USE AND WASTE
DISPOSAL.
Ballarat University College.
John Williamson, Centre for Land
Protection Research, PO Box 401,
Bendigo, 3550.
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September 20-24
WORKSHOP ON SOIL
SURVEY
Adelaide.
Alison Pitman, CRC for Soil and
Land Management.
Fax (08) 379 0838.
September 21-26
XII INTERNATIONAL PLANT
NUTRITION COLLOQUIUM.
University of Western Australia.
Fax (09) 380 1088.
September 27-28
INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON ZINC IN
SOILS AND PLANTS.
University of Western Australia,
Perth. Fax (09) 380 1088.
September 28 - October 1
10TH NATIONAL NITROGEN
FIXATION CONFERENCE,
Brisbane.

1994
February 7-11
2ND INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON SEALING,
CRUSTING AND
HARDSETTING SOILS:
PRODUCTIVITY AND
CONSERVATION, Brisbane.
The Secretariat, Soil Crusting
Symposium, Continuing
Professional Education, University
of Queensland, Qld, 4072. Fax
(07) 365 7099.
February 21-24
TEMPERATE RICE ACHIEVEMENTS AND
POTENTIAL
Yanco, NSW.
Warwick Clampett, NSW
Agriculture, Fax (069) 62 5398.
July 10-16
15TH INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS OF SOIL
SCIENCE, Acapulco, Mexico.

CALENDAR, cont...
XV ICSS Secretarial, Centro de
Edafologia, Colegio de Postgraduados, PO Box 45, 56230,
Chapingo, Mexico.
Fax +52 (595) 457-23.

Alan 'Doc' Rixon
It is with great sadness that we
record the death of our colleague, Dr
Alan Rixon, on Monday 26 October
after a long period of illness. Alan
suffered a collapse while teaching at
the University of Southern Queensland
last year, caused by a malignant brain
tumor.
Friends and colleagues in
Toowoomba gave tremendous support
to Alan and his family during his
illness. Alan was nearly 65 years old
and due to retire this year. He is
survived by his wife Pat and three
daughters, Leliani, Clare and
Vivienne.
Alan received his secondary
education at the Fairer Memorial
Agricultural
High School
in
Tamworth, NSW. He obtained his
BScAGr at Sydney University,
majoring in soil science under
Professor Gordon Hallsworth.
His
first appointment was to the then
Queensland Department of Agriculture
and Stock as an agricultural chemist,
where his duties were to survey the
Burdekin Valley for
irrigation
development and closer settlement.
Alan's work on the 'Burdekin
Scheme' followed the original CSIRO
Division of Soils survey by George
Hubble and colleagues, and came to
fruition 30 years later when the
Burdekin Dam was finally built.
While in north Queensland, Alan met
and married his wife Pat in Atherton.
In 1960, Alan and Pat travelled
overseas to the University of Hawaii,
where Alan obtained his PhD in soil
science. Their first daughter was born
there and named after the famous

Advertising in Soils News
This issue has been reported
on before* but following many
recent requests for information
if seems time to refresh
people's memory.
Advertising is allowed.
Material will be accepted . as
long a$* irt the editor's opinion,
the material is relevant to
some aspect of soil science.
Commercial rates are given
below, but this editor has
taken the view that advertising
Positions Vacant or Soil
S c i e n c e courses is of
Queen of the Islands. In 1963, Alan
returned to Australia and took up an
appointment with CSIRO Division of
Plant Industry at Deniliquin NSW,
working as a Research Scientist in
plant nutrition. When I arrived in
Deniliquin two years later to work on
infiltration problems in irrigated
pastures, Alan immediately presented
me with a problem concerning the
water relations of organic mats
building up on the soil surface. This
was the beginning of a very fruitful
three-year collaborative period, where
we looked at the water relations,
aeration and microbial activity in the
pasture soils. It was Alan's way of
looking at all aspects of a problem and
then designing the
definitive
experiment that started me on my
research career.
Alan left Deniliquin in 1970 to take
up a position of senior lecturer at the
School of Engineering in the then
Darling Downs Institute of Advanced
Education (now USQ). This position
required the teaching of soil physics to
aspiring agricultural engineers and we
kept in contact over the years. Alan
soon became known affectionately as
'Doc' Rixon, for he took great
personal interest in his students. His
memory was phenomenal, for he knew
the background of all his students,
where they came from, what they
were interested in, and where they
went to after graduation. His role as
'fatherly advisor' was superb. At the

interest to members that this
type of advertisement has not
been charged for.
Notwithstanding the above,
if you know of some relevant
commercial business that may
wish to use pur paper to
advertise their predict, please
encourage them to contact
us.
The costs are:
Full Page
$400
Half Page
$250
Quarter Page
$175

same time, his professional interests
led him to deal with such diverse
topics as the irrigation of celery crops,
waste, water disposal, and the
application of organic residues to soils.
He saw his main task as putting the
'agriculture' into
'agricultural
engineering'.
In this regard, he
succeeded admirably, his students all
finding congenial employment in a
short time. Alan also ran a number of
National Symposia, including 'Soil
Management 88', which I personally
attended.
Alan had a passion for social
welfare, which showed in his concern
and help towards his students. His
knowledge
of p o l i t i c s
was
encyclopedal and he actively
supported the Australian Labor Party,
often being seen handing out how-tovote cards at polling booths on
election day. He was a great Christian
churchman, attending the Deniliquin
Methodist Church (where I was
organist for a while), the Rangeville
Uniting Church and St Stephen's
Uniting Church in Toowoomba. He
was a member of the Soil Science
Society for nearly 30 years, first in the
Riverina Branch and then in the
Queensland Branch, holding offices of
President, Secretary and Treasurer.
Alan will be sadly missed by all who
knew him in the Society.
Bryan Bridge
QWRI, Toowoomba
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